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As our cyber society develops and expands, the importance of cybersecurity operations is
growing in response to cybersecurity threats coming from beyond national borders. Efficient
cybersecurity operations require information exchanges that go beyond organizational borders.
Various industry specifications defining information schemata for such exchanges are thus emerging.
These specifications, however, define their own schemata since their objectives and the types
of information they deal with differ, and desirable schemata differ depending on the purposes.
They need to be organized and orchestrated so that individual organizations can fully exchange
information and collaborate with one another. To establish the foundations of such orchestration
and facilitate information exchanges, this paper proposes a reference ontology for cybersecurity
operational information. The ontology structures cybersecurity information and orchestrates
industry specifications. We built it from the standpoint of cybersecurity operations in close
collaboration with cybersecurity organizations including security operation centers handling actual
cybersecurity operations in the USA, Japan and South Korea. This paper demonstrates its usability
by discussing the coverage of industry specifications. It then defines an extensible information
structure that collaborates with such specifications by using the ontology and describes a prototype
cybersecurity knowledge base we constructed that facilitates cybersecurity information exchanges
among various parties. Finally, it discusses the usage scenarios of the ontology and knowledge
base in cybersecurity operations. Through this work, we wish to contribute to the advancement

of cybersecurity information exchanges.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The widespread proliferation of the Internet is bolstering
the development of a cyber society, in which diverse
communications, including the sharing of private information
and business transactions, are taking place. Nevertheless, it has
also increased the number of cyber threats and diversified their
targets and objectives [1, 2]. The targets range from individuals
to private companies and even critical infrastructures such
as nuclear power plants, whereas the objectives range from
monetary benefit to political actions [3]. Accordingly, the need
for cybersecurity operations is increasing in order to mitigate
these threats.

In a cyber society, malware such as viruses may attack any
computer beyond the borders of the country of its origin or tar-
get, and an attacker can attack computers all over the world by
running other hackers’ pre-packaged attack software. Sources
of threats cross borders of countries and even continents, and
an attacker can attack computers in country A by controlling
computers in country B while physically residing in country C.
Moreover, a system’s vulnerability may be exposed to attack-
ers across the globe. Countermeasures against these cyberse-
curity threats, however, are most frequently implemented by
individual organizations in isolation. Consequently, an orga-
nization in one country may be attacked by malware whose
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countermeasures are already known and implemented else-
where. Such incidents occur because of a lack of information
exchanges among organizations. Although some individual
cybersecurity operators do exchange information locally, the
primary methods are still e-mail, phone calls and even face-to-
face meetings, which are not efficient.

To address this issue, various organizations have started
to build information formats for sharing information beyond
organization borders. To make these formats globally common,
they are built in the forms of industry specifications or global
standards. Such globally common formats provide two major
advantages. First, they reduce the disparity of information
availability on a global scale. From a technological standpoint,
worldwide information sharing means that no country or
organization is left behind in terms of information availability.
Developing countries, which currently have fewer resources
to put toward cybersecurity, can become equal partners with
developed countries with appropriate investments; therefore,
countermeasures can be implemented via global collaboration.
Secondly, such formats streamline cybersecurity operations.
Human operators often handle the operations manually
since cybersecurity information in each organization is
often not well structured. The formats structure information
and make it machine-readable, thus facilitating information
and knowledge management [4] and streamlining many of
the operations.

1.1. Need for ontology building

Various industry specifications defining information schemata
have already been built for sharing cybersecurity information
among organizations [5, 6] (see Section 2.1 for details). They
are useful for exchanging information for specific purposes,
and parties can exchange information in a specific schema that
they have agreed to use prior to the exchange. Nevertheless, it
is difficult for them to exchange information in other schemata.
Moreover, they may not find a suitable schema for exchanging
information since existing specifications may not cover a
sufficient range of information types and use cases. Thus,
cybersecurity information exchanges among organizations and
their automation still face difficulties in reality. Currently,
there is no basis for determining their applicability, coverage
and effectiveness. We need to take a holistic view of what
types of information are needed and should be exchanged for
maintaining cybersecurity.

To address this issue, we take an approach that considers
who uses what types of information for what purposes and
build an ontology of cybersecurity operational information.
An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualiza-
tion, which is an abstract and simplified view of the world
that we wish to represent for particular purposes [7]. It struc-
tures information, serves as a basis of a knowledge architec-
ture, and assists sharing and reutilization of knowledge [8].
An ontology of cybersecurity operational information can thus

provide a framework for sharing and reusing such informa-
tion and define the terminology. It can also orchestrate indus-
try specifications for cybersecurity information schemata and
facilitate discussion of their applicability, coverage and effec-
tiveness. Several ontologies [9–14] (see Section 2.2 for details)
have been developed for information security-related purposes.
Although they were well formed and can be adapted over time
to represent rapidly changing situations, they were built for dif-
ferent scopes and objectives; thus, they were not sufficient for
our purposes.

1.2. Contribution

This paper proposes a reference ontology for cybersecurity
operational information in order to build a basis for
cybersecurity information exchange on a global scale. The
ontology structures cybersecurity information, orchestrates and
collaborates with industry specifications, and thus facilitates
the exchange of an assortment of cybersecurity information
in different schemata. This ontology, unlike others, has
been developed in close collaboration with cybersecurity
organizations, including security operation centers (SOCs) in
the USA, Japan and South Korea. Although each cybersecurity
organization runs slightly different operations, we succeeded
in building a generalized ontology of cybersecurity operational
information.

To demonstrate the ontology’s usability, this paper reviews
existing industry specifications of cybersecurity information
schemata by mapping the specifications for each of the
information types defined by the ontology. It also defines
an extensible information structure that incorporates assorted
cybersecurity information schemata by using the ontology; the
structure becomes the basis for information sharing beyond
organization borders. Building upon the information struc-
ture, this paper also introduces a cybersecurity knowledge base
that organizes and accumulates cybersecurity information;
its prototype can accumulate and retrieve assorted cyber-
security information in differing schemata. It finally dis-
cusses the usage scenarios of the ontology and knowledge
base in cybersecurity operations. In doing this, we wish to
contribute to the advancement of cybersecurity information
exchanges.

1.3. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces related work, Section 3 describes the
methodology of building the proposed ontology and Section 4
introduces and elaborates on the ontology. Section 5 formalizes
the ontology. To demonstrate the ontology’s usability and
applicability, Section 6 reviews existing industry specifications
defining cybersecurity-related information schemata, defines
an extensible information structure that collaborates with
industry specifications, introduces a cybersecurity knowledge
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TABLE 1. Industry specifications.

Specification name Abbreviation Organization References

Asset Reporting Format ARF NIST [15]
Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification CAPEC ITU-T [16]
Common Configuration Enumeration CCE NIST [17]
Common Configuration Scoring System CCSS NIST [18]
Common Event Expression CEE MITRE [19]
Common Platform Enumeration CPE NIST [20]
Common Result Format CRF MITRE [21]
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures CVE ITU-T [22]
Common Vulnerability Reporting Framework CVRF ICASI [23]
Common Vulnerability Scoring System CVSS ITU-T [24]
Common Weakness Enumeration CWE ITU-T [25]
Common Weakness Scoring System CWSS MITRE [26]
Cyber Observable eXpression CybOX MITRE [27]
Incident Object Description Exchange Format IODEF IETF [28]
Malware Attribute Enumeration and Characterization MAEC ITU-T [29]
Malware Metadata Exchange Format MMDEF IEEE [30]
Open Checklist Interactive Language OCIL NIST [31]
Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language OVAL ITU-T [32]
Software Identification SWID ISO/IEC [33]
Web Services Agreement Specification WS-Agreement Open Grid Forum [34]
eXtensible Access Control Markup Language XACML OASIS [35]
eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format XCCDF ISO/IEC [36]

base that uses the information structure, and then discusses the
usage scenarios of the ontology and knowledge base. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Various studies that aimed at exchanging cybersecurity-
related information among parties have been reported. These
include industry specifications defining information schemata
and cybersecurity-related ontologies. There are also many
guidelines that define common vocabulary and frameworks
to be shared among parties. Cybersecurity information
repositories are also available online, and they can share
a variety of information with many parties. Although the
proposed ontology is not particularly based on any of these
works, they were useful in defining the ontology and provided
a basis for its consideration.

2.1. Information schemata

Cybersecurity information needs to be machine-readable to
enable efficient information exchange, retrieval and operation
automation. Various industry specifications defining structures
of cybersecurity information have been built to address this
issue. Table 1 lists major ones including work-in-progress

ones.1 For instance, CVE defines the naming rule of identifiers
to identify vulnerability information and an XML schema
to describe vulnerability information,2 IODEF defines an
XML schema to describe incident information and XCCDF
defines an XML schema to describe a checklist of security
configurations. As a result, various cybersecurity information
is expressed in differing schemata since the desirable schema
for each kind of information differs depending on the
information’s usage purpose. To retrieve information in
differing schemata, ordinary XML-based retrieval techniques
[37–39] cannot be simply used. To achieve cybersecurity
information retrieval, the gaps among these schemata must be
considered.

One straightforward approach for this issue is to build a
universal schema for all types of cybersecurity information.
It is, however, very difficult to build such a schema since
the desired schema depends on the information’s usage.
Having such a schema might even hinder the development

1The abbreviations of organizations in Table 1 are as follows. FIRST,
the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams; ICASI, the Industry
Consortium for Advancement of Security on the Internet; IEEE, the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers; IETF, the Internet Engineering
Task Force; OASIS, the Organization for the Advancement of Structured
Information Standards; NIST, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology.

2CVE was originally designed to build a dictionary of vulnerabilities, and
its XML schema is an extra feature added in response to users’ requests.
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of automation of cybersecurity operations. Moreover, even if
such a schema were built, it might be subject to change since
security techniques and operations will be further improved.
Thus, such a schema might not be used in the future.

Instead of defining a universal schema, we need a design
that can flexibly support and incorporate a variety of schemata
in order to maintain the usability of cybersecurity information.
Moreover, more industry specifications will emerge in the
future, and they need to be identified and located. The number
of structured cybersecurity information schemata is not that
large at present, but it is expected to increase. An extensible
information structure that can incorporate future industry
specifications is thus needed. The ontology proposed in this
paper can become the basis for such an information structure
and can flexibly incorporate assorted schemata.

2.2. Ontologies

As discussed in Section 1.1, an ontology is an explicit
specification of a conceptualization, which is an abstract,
simplified view of the world that we wish to represent
for particular purposes [7]. Ontologies are useful as means
to support knowledge sharing and reutilization [8]. This
reusability approach is based on the assumption that if a
modeling scheme, i.e. an ontology, is explicitly specified and
mutually agreed upon by the parties involved, then it is possible
to share, reuse and extend knowledge.

Various work on ontologies in the area of cybersecurity has
been reported. Fenz and Ekelhart [11] proposed a security
ontology aimed at organizing knowledge of information
security-related concepts with its focus on information security
risk management based on their literature review. The
ontology defines three sub-ontologies—security, enterprise and
location—to organize concepts, and a description logic [40]
is used to formalize the ontology. Wang et al. introduced a
vulnerability ontology [13, 14]. It is designed for vulnerability
analysis and management and captures the relationships
among information technology (IT) products, vulnerabilities,
attackers, security metrics, countermeasures and other relevant
concepts. Tsoumas and Gritzalis [9] built an ontology of
security management within an organization, with a focus on
risk assessment. They built the ontology by extending the
Distributed Management Task Force Common Information
Model [41] with ontological semantics and converting it
into Web Ontology Language (OWL) [42]. They also
provided a framework that uses the ontology for policy-
based risk assessment at the concept level. Parkin et al.
[12] proposed an information security ontology incorporating
human-behavioral implications. This ontology provides a
framework for investigating casual relationships of human-
behavioral implications resulting from information security
management decisions before security controls are deployed.
Denker et al. [10] proposed several ontologies for security
annotations of agents and web services using OWL. They

mainly addressed knowledge representation and some of the
reasoning issues for trust and security in the Semantic Web.
Masoumzadeh and Joshi [43] introduced an ontology for Social
Networking Systems (SNSs), which captures privacy-sensitive
information in SNSs. They used the ontology to discover
missing privacy protection policies in SNSs. Although there
have been various other ontology studies [44], the reusability
of those ontologies for our purpose is rather limited, or they are
still at early stages of development.

Unlike the aforementioned work, our ontology is designed
for actual cybersecurity operations and focuses on cybersecu-
rity operational information. For practicality and reusability,
we build it on the basis of intensive discussions with cyberse-
curity operators. This ontology can provide a framework for
sharing and reusing cybersecurity operational information and
can define the terminology.

2.3. Cybersecurity guidelines

When building an ontology, cybersecurity guidelines are useful
for understanding various aspects of cybersecurity operations
and finding terminologies.

Assorted international standards bodies have produced
such guidelines. ISO/IEC 27032 [45] provides guidelines for
cybersecurity; it outlines assorted cybersecurity concepts and
technical controls and provides guidelines for information
sharing and coordination. ITU-T Recommendation E.409
[46] describes incident handling operations, while ITU-T
Recommendation X.1500 [47, 48] provides an overview
of cybersecurity information exchange. IETF Request for
Comments 2350 [49] describes the general expectations of
Computer Security Internet Response Teams that run incident
response operations.

In addition to these international standards bodies, various
other organizations have produced cybersecurity guidelines.
NIST’s Special Publications in the 800 series [50] present
wide-ranging cybersecurity guidelines, e.g. on basic ideas for
computer security [51], security services [52], incident han-
dling [53], forensics [54], testing [55] and measurement [56].
Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology
[57] is a set of best practices that provides a framework for
the governance and management of enterprise IT; it indi-
cates the operations that are necessary for organizations to
maintain cybersecurity. The Framework for Improving Critical
Infrastructure Cybersecurity [58], which was built in response
to Executive Order 13636 [59] issued by President Obama,
provides a framework for critical infrastructure in order to
maintain its cybersecurity; it can be used as a key part of an
organization’s systematic process for identifying, assessing and
managing cybersecurity risk. It can be used not only by criti-
cal infrastructure organizations but also other organizations to
maintain their cybersecurity.

Our ontology was built based on intensive discussions we
held with cybersecurity operators, and these guidelines helped
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us to carry out deeper discussions and a more thorough
analysis of actual cybersecurity operations. Indeed, these
guidelines were also built based on the knowledge of industry
experts including cybersecurity operators. Thus, studying these
guidelines was an indispensable step in creating an ontology
that was in alignment with actual cybersecurity operations.
Moreover, the guidelines facilitated our work by providing
a common vocabulary. The existing vocabularies were used
differently by each organization, so the guidelines worked as
a common ground for discussion.

Along with the work on cybersecurity guidelines, there
are also studies in the area of policies and law. An OECD
report [3] summarizes the recent trend of cybersecurity policy
making of governments. Likewise, the Tallinn Manual on the
International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare [60] examines
laws applicable to cyber war. Although national policies
and laws themselves are outside the scope of this paper,
they are closely related to cybersecurity and provided useful
information in relation to cybersecurity operations.

2.4. Public repositories

As attempts to share and circulate security-related information,
there are several online repositories that are publicly
available. The National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [61]
is a repository of vulnerability information. Each piece of
vulnerability information has a CVE identifier (CVE ID), and
its data structure conforms to CVE with minor extensions.
Open Sourced Vulnerability Database (OSVDB) [62] is
another vulnerability database that is independent, open-source
and web-based. It provides vulnerability information on the
web and assigns its own identifiers to each item of information
with a note of relevant CVE IDs. Red Hat provides repositories
for CVRF-based vulnerability information and OVAL-based
security check information [63]. Japan Vulnerability Notes
(JVN) [64] provides vulnerability information in Japanese and
is described in accordance with its own schema in Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [65]. MITRE also provides
several repositories including a CVE-based one and an OVAL-
based one [6], Many more such repositories will be provided
by organizations around the world in the future.

Although assorted information will be available online,
these repositories may accumulate information using differing
schemata. The schema gap needs to be addressed to accumulate
comprehensive information. The cybersecurity knowledge
base built on the proposed ontology, introduced in this paper,
copes with the schema gap and accumulates cybersecurity
information in differing schemata.

3. METHODOLOGY

In order to build a practical ontology, we collaborated with nine
major cybersecurity organizations including three SOCs that

Entity
analysis

Task
analysis

Standard
analysis

Use case 
modeling

Domain
modeling

Role
modeling

Information 
modeling

Ontology
building

FIGURE 1. Methodology.

handle actual cybersecurity operations in the USA, Japan and
South Korea, and we designed the ontology for collaboration
with industry specifications.

The methodology we used in building the ontology is shown
in Fig. 1. The solid arrows show the order of the work flow.
We used a software engineering and business process modeling
approach and built several models in Unified Modeling
Language and then distilled them into the proposed ontology.
First, we conducted an entity analysis and task analysis based
on intensive discussions with the SOCs. During this process,
we dealt with confidential information and other sensitive
details of those centers by working individually with them in
separate sessions. We used the analyses to conduct use case
modeling, where we generalized the analysis results in order
to disregard differences in individual organizations’ operations
and ensure that sensitive information would be hidden. In
parallel, we conducted an analysis of existing standards.
Based on the use case modeling and standard analysis,
we conducted domain, role and information modeling, with
which we built the ontology. While building the models and
ontology, we iterated the process of discussion and review with
the cybersecurity organizations, and ultimately succeeded in
building a generalized ontology of cybersecurity operational
information.

Note that we have conducted an extensive literature review
that is not depicted in Fig. 1, but it became the basis for
considering each stage of this work.

4. PROPOSED ONTOLOGY

Following the above methodology, this section proposes a
reference ontology for cybersecurity operational information,
which is depicted in Fig. 2. It consists of operation
domains, roles required to run operations in the domains and
cybersecurity information associated with the roles. It thus
depicts who (role) uses what type of information (cybersecurity
information) for what purpose (operation domain). This
section elaborates on the operation domains, roles and
cybersecurity information.
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FIGURE 2. Ontology of cybersecurity operational information.

4.1. Operation domains

The term ‘cybersecurity operation’ covers a range of security
operations in cyber society, but this paper focuses on
cybersecurity operations that preserve information security in
cyber societies. Information security is the preservation of
information confidentiality, integrity and availability [66]. It
sometimes also encompasses non-repudiation, accountability,
authenticity and reliability of information [67]. To represent
the domains of such operations, the proposed ontology defines
three operation domains: IT Asset Management, Incident
Handling and Knowledge Accumulation.

IT asset management runs cybersecurity operations inside
user organizations such as installing, configuring and manag-
ing IT assets, and it covers both incident prevention and dam-
age control operations. IT assets include not only a user’s own
IT assets but also network connectivity, cloud services and
identity services provided by external entities for the user.

Incident handling detects and responds to incidents
occurring in cyber societies by monitoring computer events,
incidents comprising multiple computer events and attack
behaviors that caused the incidents. More specifically, it
monitors computer events, and when an anomaly is detected, it
produces an incident report. Based on the report, it investigates
the incident in detail so that it can clarify the attack pattern
and its countermeasures. Based on the incident analysis, it
may provide alerts and advisories, e.g. early warnings against
potential threats, to user organizations.

Knowledge accumulation collects and generates cyberse-
curity information and extracts reusable knowledge for other
organizations. To facilitate the reusability, it provides com-
mon naming and taxonomy, with which it organizes and

accumulates the knowledge. This domain serves as the basis
of global collaboration beyond organization borders.

4.2. Role

Based on the operation domains defined in Section 4.1, this
section identifies roles necessary for running cybersecurity
operations in each domain. These roles are listed in Table 2.
The IT Asset Management domain has Administrator and
IT Infrastructure Provider, the Incident Handling domain
has Response Team and Coordinator and the Knowledge
Accumulation domain has Researcher, Product & Service
Developer and Registrar. Note that the roles are defined from
the viewpoint of functions; therefore, one entity may perform
several roles depending on the context.3

Administrator administers its organization’s system and
maintains its functionality. For this purpose, this role monitors
system usage, diagnoses the system by running integrity
checks, scanning for vulnerabilities and running penetration
tests, and then assesses the system’s security level. A system
administrator inside each organization is a typical instance.
A Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) also serves as
an Administrator if an organization outsources some of the
above operations.

3A critical infrastructure organization may serve as an Administrator or
IT Infrastructure Provider, depending on the context. If the context is the
protection of the organization, the organization (or its administrators) serves
as Administrator and runs cybersecurity operations to protect itself, as with
any other organization. If the context is the protection of other organizations,
critical infrastructure organizations serve as the IT Infrastructure Provider;
we can see that individual organizations use services provided by critical
infrastructure organizations.
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TABLE 2. Operation domains and roles.

Operation domains Roles

IT Asset Management Administrator
IT Infrastructure Provider

Incident Handling Coordinator
Response Team

Knowledge Accumulation Product & Service Developer
Registrar

Researcher

IT infrastructure provider provides the appropriate IT infras-
tructure, including resources and services, to an organization.
The infrastructure includes the network connectivity and cloud
services such as software as a service (SaaS), platform as a
service and infrastructure as a service. This role maintains the
quality and security of the infrastructure so that user organi-
zations can enjoy the best of it. For instance, it implements
access control, monitors access logs and controls traffic flow
on the network. An Internet service provider, application ser-
vice provider and cloud service provider are typical instances.

Response team monitors and analyzes events in an
organization. It detects incidents, e.g. unauthorized access,
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks and phishing,
and accumulates incident information. It also runs triage
(or sometimes remediation) on the incident by collaborating
with Administrator or IT Infrastructure Provider. For instance,
it may ask an administrator of a user organization to unplug its
computers from networks, or it may ask a network provider
to register phishing site addresses on its blacklists or block
malicious traffic. The incident response team inside an MSSP
is a typical instance. In many user organizations, system
administrators often work as not only Administrator but also
Response Team.

Coordinator coordinates with the other roles and addresses
potential threats based on known incidents and crime
information. It provides warnings to other organizations
and sometimes leads the collaborative mitigation to handle
devastating and large-scale attacks such as DDoS attacks. The
collaboration between Response Team, Administrator and IT
Infrastructure Provider often requires coordination provided by
the Coordinator, if these roles belong to different organizations.
The CERT Coordination Center (CERT/CC), be it either
commercial or non-commercial, is a typical instance.

Researcher researches cybersecurity issues including vul-
nerabilities and attacks, extracts knowledge from the research
and accumulates the knowledge. It publishes a lot of reusable
information through Registrar so that individual organizations
may implement needed countermeasures. X-force within Inter-
national Business Machines Corp. (IBM), the Risk Research
Institute of Cyber Space at the Little eArth Corporation Co.,

Ltd. (LAC) and McAfee Lab within McAfee, Inc. are typical
instances.

Product & Service Developer develops products and
services and accumulates information about them, such as
their versions, configurations, vulnerabilities and patches.
It publishes a lot of reusable information through Registrar
so that, as with Researcher, individual organizations may
implement needed countermeasures. A software vendor and
individual private software programmer are typical instances.

Registrar classifies, organizes and accumulates cybersecu-
rity knowledge provided by the Researcher and Product &
Service Developer so that the knowledge can be reused by
other organizations. NIST and the IT Promotion Agency, Japan
are typical instances. In some cases, an entity serving as
Researcher or Product & Service Developer may also serve as
Registrar and publish information.

4.3. Cybersecurity information

Based on the operation domains and roles, this section
identifies cybersecurity information needed for operations.
Considering the information with which each of the roles is
involved, we define four databases—User Resource, Provider
Resource, Incident and Warning—and three knowledge bases:
Product & Service, Cyber Risk and Countermeasure. Note that
both a database and knowledge base accumulate information,
but we use these terms differently; most of the information in
a database is not refined enough to be shared with and reused
by other organizations, whereas most of the information in a
knowledge base is sufficiently refined to be shared with and
reused by other organizations.

4.3.1. User Resource Database
This database accumulates information on assets inside an
organization. The information it contains typically consists of
lists of software/hardware, their configurations, resource usage
status, security level assessment results, Intranet topology,
data provenance [68], information security policies including
access control policies and standards and guidelines that
the organization follows. It also contains external resource
information that the user organization uses such as lists of
subscribed online services (e.g. data centers and SaaS) and
their usage records. Administrator manages such information.
ARF can be used for describing the IT assets within an
organization, XACML can be used for describing access
control policies, while CVSS/CWSS can be used for scoring
the security level of the IT asset.4 The scores are useful
for Administrators in prioritizing the urgency of security
operations on IT assets.

4Note that specification conformance is not strictly required for
streamlining cybersecurity operation—organizations may employ different
standards for asset enumeration, for instance. The ontology gives us essential
structure for linking cybersecurity information, as well as choice of standards
that organizations may adopt in a long term.
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4.3.2. Provider Resource Database
This database accumulates information that is necessary for
user organizations to run cybersecurity operations and that
belongs to and is managed by the IT Infrastructure Provider.
The database mainly contains information on networks, server
assets and policies. Network information concerns networks
with which each user organization is connected, such as
topology, routing information, access control policies, traffic
status and packet logs. Server asset information includes
the access logs, service usage records, anomaly detection
reports and workload information. Policy information includes
terms and conditions, service specifications, service level
agreements, the information security policy and standards and
guidelines that the IT Infrastructure Provider follows. WS-
Agreement can be used for describing the service agreement.
Note that user organization specific information such as the
local configuration of each cloud service is stored in the User
Resource Database. In order to run effective and efficient
cybersecurity operations, the database needs to be linked
to a User Resource Database. The border between internal
and external IT assets thus becomes increasingly unclear,
especially in cloud computing.

4.3.3. Incident Database
This database contains information on incidents, which is
generated mainly from an analysis of information in the
User Resource Database.5 The Response Team manages the
information. This database includes three records: Event
Record, Incident Record and Attack Record.

Event record contains information on computer events
including that on packets, files and their transactions. Usually
computers automatically provide most of the records as
computer logs, such as for log-in time and date as well as
terminal information provided when root users log in to a
system. The logs are instances of this record. CEE and CybOX
can be used to describe the record.

Incident record contains information on security incidents
and provides information such as the current state of user
systems and further risks. It is derived from analyses
of several Event Records and their conjectures, which
are created automatically or manually. For instance, when
excessive access to one computer is detected, the state of the
computer (excessive access to one computer) and its expected
consequence (denial of service) should be recorded in the
Incident Record. The extent of the harm caused by the incident
as well as the need for countermeasures can be judged from
this record in accordance with the information security policy,

5An incident response operation sometimes requires information from the
IT Infrastructure Provider, but the information does not come to the response
team directly but comes through the user organization. To reflect this, we
modeled information needed for the incident response being extracted from the
Provider Resource Database and entered into the User Resource Database and
then extracted from the User Resource Database and entered into the Incident
Database.

standards and guidelines. Note that an Incident Record may
record false incidents; i.e. incident candidates judged as non-
incidents after an investigation. IODEF can be used to describe
the record.

Attack record contains information on attacks derived from
analyses of Incident Records. It describes the attack sequence;
such as how the attack was initiated, which IT assets were
targeted, and how the attack’s damage propagated. Note that
this record needs to be linked to the Incident Record.

4.3.4. Warning Database
This database contains information on cybersecurity warnings.
The information is designed for either the general public
or specific organizations. The information for the general
public usually consists of statistical information and alerts,
while the information for specific organizations consists of
the security policy and guidelines as well as security advice
customized for the organization. The information is generated
mainly from information in the Incident Database and Cyber
Risk Knowledge Base. The Coordinator and Response Team
manage such information. Based on the warnings, user
organizations may implement countermeasures against warned
cybersecurity risks.

4.3.5. Product & Service Knowledge Base
This knowledge base accumulates information on products
and services. It is provided by the Researcher and Product
& Service Developer, and is then organized and classified by
the Registrar. It includes the Version Knowledge Base and
Configuration Knowledge Base.

Version knowledge base accumulates version information on
products and services, which includes naming and enumeration
of their versions. Security patches of software products are also
included here. CPE identifiers and SWID tags can be used to
enumerate software assets and platforms.

Configuration knowledge base accumulates configuration
information about products and services. It includes naming,
taxonomy and enumeration of known configurations of
products and services. Regarding service configuration, it also
contains guidelines for service usages. CCE can be used to
enumerate common configurations of products.

4.3.6. Cyber Risk Knowledge Base
This knowledge base accumulates cybersecurity risk infor-
mation. It is provided by the Researcher and Product &
Service Developer, and is then organized and classified by the
Registrar, as with the other knowledge bases. It includes the
Vulnerability Knowledge Base and Threat Knowledge Base.

Vulnerability knowledge base accumulates known vulner-
ability information, which includes naming, taxonomy and
enumeration of known software and system vulnerability. The
vulnerability information covers the vulnerabilities caused by
both programming and configuration. It also includes infor-
mation on human vulnerabilities, which are vulnerabilities to
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which human IT users are exposed. NVD and OSVDB are
practical instances of this database. CVE and CWE can be used
to describe the contents of the knowledge base.

Threat knowledge base accumulates known cybersecurity
threat information. It has knowledge of attacks and misuses.
Attack knowledge includes attack patterns, attack tools (e.g.
malware), and their trends (e.g. statistical information on
attacks in terms of geography, target organization types
and exploited vulnerabilities). CAPEC and MAEC can be
used to describe the knowledge. Misuse knowledge includes
information on misuses attributed to users’ inappropriate
usages, whether benign or malicious. Benign usages include
mistyping, misrecognition caused by inattentional blindness
[69], misunderstanding and being caught in phishing traps,
whereas malicious usages include compliance violations such
as unauthorized service usage and access to inappropriate
materials.

4.3.7. Countermeasure Knowledge Base
This knowledge base accumulates information on countermea-
sures to cybersecurity risks. It is provided by the Researcher
and Product & Service Developer, and is then organized and
classified by the Registrar, as with the other knowledge bases.
It has the Assessment Knowledge Base and Protection Knowl-
edge Base.

Assessment knowledge base accumulates known rules and
criteria for assessing the security level of IT assets, checklists
of configurations and heuristics including best practices.
CCSS, CVSS and CWSS provide formulas for assessing
security levels, and the assessment results that might be
reusable by other organizations (e.g. vulnerability severity
scores) are accumulated in this knowledge base. XCCDF and
OVAL can be used to describe rules and provide checklists, and
their scripts are also accumulated in this knowledge base.

Protection knowledge base accumulates known information
on detecting and preventing security threats. It includes
blacklist URLs and the list of open resolvers and email servers
allowing third-party email relay. It also includes signatures of
intrusion detection systems and intrusion prevention systems
and detection/protection rules that follow the signatures. It also
accumulates heuristics including best practices.

5. FORMALIZATION

This section formalizes the proposed ontology to reduce
ambiguity. Although there are ontology editors and tools
available for this purpose, this section uses description logic
[40]. Table 3 shows the list of concepts defined in Section 4
and their abbreviations, which will be used in this section to
describe the relations between concepts with description logic.

The ontology defines three operation domains OD =
{ODAsset, ODIncdt, ODKnwl} and seven roles RL = {RLAdm,

RLPrvdr, RLCoord, RLResp, RLRgstr, RLDev, RLRsr}. The roles

TABLE 3. List of concepts and abbreviations.

Concept Abbreviation

Operation Domains OD
IT Asset Management ODAsset
Incident Handling ODIncdt
Knowledge Accumulation ODKnwl

Roles RL
Administrator RLAdm
Coordinator RLCoord
IT Infrastructure Provider RLPrvdr
Product & Service Developer RLDev
Registrar RLRgstr
Researcher RLRsr
Response Team RLResp

Cybersecurity Information CI
Provider Resource DB DBPrvdr
User Resource DB DBUser
Incident DB DBIncdt
Warning DB DBWarn
Countermeasure KB KBCM

Assessment KB KBAssmt
Protection KB KBProtn

Cyber Risk KB KBRisk
Vulnerability KB KBVuln
Threat KB KBThrt

Product & Service KB KBP&S
Version KB KBVer
Configuration KB KBCfg

DB, Database; KB, Knowledge Base.

are necessary to run operations. The relations between them
are formalized as below.

{RLAdm, RLPrvdr} � ∃handlesOperations.ODAsset,

{RLCoord, RLResp} � ∃handlesOperations.ODIncdt,

{RLRgstr, RLDev, RLRsr} � ∃handlesOperations.ODKnwl.

The roles use CI = {KBCM, KBRisk, KBIncdt,

KBP&S, DBPrvdr, DBUser, DBWarn} to run their operations.
The relations between the roles and cybersecurity information
are formalized as below.

RLPrvdr � ∃managesDB.DBPrvdr,

RLAdm � ∃managesDB.DBUser,

RLResp � ∃managesDB.DBIncdt

� ∃managesDB.DBWarn,

RLCoord � ∃managesDB.DBWarn,

RLRgstr � ∃managesKB.KBP&S

� ∃managesKB.KBCM

� ∃managesKB.KBRisk.
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2306 T. Takahashi and Y. Kadobayashi

The types of cybersecurity information CI are classi-
fied into databases DB and knowledge bases KB, where
DB = {DBUser, DBPrvdr, DBincdt, DBWarn} and KB =
{KBCM, KBRisk, KBP&S}, and their relations are formalized as
below.

DB � ∃refersKB.KBP&S � ∃refersKB.KBRisk

� ∃refersKB.KBCM,

DBUser � ∃refersDB.DBPrvdr,

DBIncdt � ∃refersDB.DBUser,

DBWarn � ∃refersDB.DBIncdt,

KBRisk � ∃refersKB.KBP&S � ∃hasKB.KBVuln

� ∃hasKB.KBThrt,

KBCM � ∃refersKB.KBRisk � ∃hasKB.KBAssmt

� ∃hasKB.KBProtn,

KBP&S � ∃hasKB.KBVer � ∃hasKB.KBCfg.

There are also relations among roles. The ontology defines
the minimum number such relations, which are formalized as
below.

{RLDev, RLRsr} � ∃providesInformationTo.RLRgstr.

One could argue that more relations exist among the
defined concepts; for instance, Response Team collaborates
with Administrator with the assistance of Coordinator.
Nevertheless, an ontology could be defined differently
depending on the focus and purpose of its modeling, and the
focus of this ontology modeling is cybersecurity information.
Thus, the relations among roles and operation domains are kept
to the minimum in this ontology.

Note that, for consistency checking, we converted the
logics in this section into OWL Description Logic, used the
inconsistency check function of Protégé [70], and confirmed
the absence of errors.

6. USABILITY AND APPLICABILITY

This section demonstrates the ontology’s usability and
applicability. We review industry specifications based on
the ontology, define an extensible information structure that
incorporates assorted industry specifications, introduce a
cybersecurity knowledge base that follows the information
structure, and finally, discuss streamlining of cybersecurity
operations.

6.1. Reviewing industry specifications

There are various specifications defining schemata of
cybersecurity-related information, but their coverage needs to
be reviewed. This section uses the ontology to review the
coverage.

TABLE 4. Incorporating structured information.

Categories Formats

User Resource DB ARF, XACML
Provider Resource DB WS-Agreement
Incident DB CEE, CybOX
Warning DB IODEF
Cyber Risk KB

Vulnerability KB CVE, CVRF, CWE
Threat KB CAPEC, MAEC, MMDEF

Countermeasure KB
Assessment KB CCSS, CVSS, CWSS
Protection KB OCIL, OVAL, XCCDF

Product & Service KB
Version KB CPE, SWID
Configuration KB CCE

DB, Database; KB, Knowledge Base.

The specifications for the information types defined by the
ontology are listed in Table 4. Note that a specification could
be used by more than one information type, but for simplicity
this table assigns each specification to one information type:
the most suitable one for it. That suits the best for the
specification for simplicity. For instance, IODEF could be used
in the Incident Database and in the Warning Database, but
we put it only in the Warning Database, since it is mainly
used for information exchange among organizations and raw
information on incidents inside an organization is not usually
shared with any other organizations.

The table shows that there are more specifications for
knowledge bases than for databases. This is natural since
knowledge bases have information prepared for the purpose
of sharing information beyond organization borders whereas
databases have information used mainly inside an organization.
Although the information inside a database needs to be shared
to advance security operations, the industry is still at the stage
of building specifications for knowledge bases.

The table also shows that each of the categories has at
least one industry specification, but we do not believe we
have sufficient specifications. By investigating each of the
information types, we may find information sub-categories
whose information needs to be structured and shared by parties.
For instance, the Threat Knowledge Base contains attack and
misuse knowledge, but no major industry specifications were
found for describing misuse information. Likewise, the Version
KB has CPE to define the naming of products but does not
cover that of online services yet: this would, for instance,
facilitate the listing of subscribing online services in the User
Resource Database. Although further discussion may continue
on this specification coverage issue, that is, outside the scope
of this paper.
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New industry specifications may emerge in the future,
but their visibility and usability will be limited if they are
scattered. The proposed ontology can clarify the position of
each industry specification. It can also organize and orchestrate
such specifications. As an example, Section 6.2 discusses one
type of such orchestration. Note that ITU-T Recommendation
X.1500, which describes the overview of cybersecurity
information exchange, uses the proposed ontology in its
appendix to organize and orchestrate industry specifications.
Its appendix introduces various industry specifications. Since
new industry specifications are continually emerging, the
appendix is reviewed and revised periodically. The ontology
is in another appendix and classifies and organizes the
industry specifications so that it can provide the big picture
of industry specifications and facilitate readers’ understanding
of these specifications. This also demonstrates the ontology’s
usability.

Along with the coverage of the schemata, their applicabil-
ity and effectiveness should be reviewed. The ontology depicts
who (role) uses what type of information (cybersecurity infor-
mation) for what purpose (operation domain), as mentioned
in Section 4. Thus, schemata can be reviewed to determine
whether they are useful for the related roles and operation
domains. For instance, we could review whether the IODEF
schema is applicable and effective for the entities serving the
roles of Coordinator and Response Team and running the Inci-
dent Handling operations. By reviewing the schema, we can
see that it can convey assorted information, such as the incident
ID, information on the systems involved in an event and con-
tact information, that is, applicable in order to communicate
the current security situation beyond organizational borders
and that is effective for the current operations of several such
entities. We can also see that the schema could be advanced
further to accommodate future operations of some additional
entities, especially the entities serving in the Response Team
role. Indeed, the community is currently reviewing and revis-
ing the IODEF so that it can accommodate the most recent as
well as future operations of the Response Team and Coordina-
tor [71]. As with this example, the ontology can also be used
to analyze the applicability and effectiveness of the schemata
by considering who uses the schema for what purposes
and operations.

6.2. Extensible information structure

An extensible information structure that can serve as a
platform for incorporating cybersecurity information schemata
is needed. It can become the basis for sharing assorted types of
cybersecurity information among parties. This section uses the
ontology to define such an information structure.

The proposed ontology serves as such an information
structure basis since it defines a high-level taxonomy of
cybersecurity information. Although a detailed taxonomy may
help to define a specific format, it may produce an inflexible
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FIGURE 3. Information structure.

and unusable format since the desirable format depends on
usage and may change in the future. Instead of defining
a detailed taxonomy, we define an information structure
that links the ontology and industry specifications defining
information formats.

The information structure separates categories and formats;
for these, it uses the cybersecurity information types defined by
the ontology and industry specifications, respectively. Since the
ontology can organize and orchestrate industry specifications,
as we have seen in Table 4 in Section 6.1, the information
structure links the types with the specifications according
to the table. In this way, the specifications supplement the
ontology by defining the detailed format of each information
type defined by the ontology. Several industry specifications
exist for differing purposes, and the information structure
orchestrates them by using the ontology so that it can flexibly
describe various cybersecurity information.

An overview of the information structure is shown in Fig. 3,
where the information categories and formats are linked in
accordance with the above discussion. Information entries
expressed in a schema are registered under their corresponding
industry specifications. The index of each information entry is
the information’s URI, and its metadata and timestamp follow
the URI. The URI points to the information’s location (e.g. file
pointer, URL), the metadata outlines the information’s content
and is necessary to retrieve the information, and the timestamp
records the last time the registry checked the information’s
existence. Note that, an industry specification may be used
by multiple information types, as discussed in Section 6.1.
Therefore, for instance, we may link IODEF with both the
Incident Database and the Warning Database, as needed.
(Indeed, Fig. 3 also links IODEF under the Incident DB.)

This information structure is extensible. First, the informa-
tion format is extensible. We do not have sufficient specifica-
tions, as discussed in Section 6.1, and some information may
not have proper specifications for describing its content. In this
case, we simply need to build a new specification or extend
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2308 T. Takahashi and Y. Kadobayashi

an existing one,6 and the ontology simply uses such speci-
fications as a means of describing the details of information
types that it has defined. If the information structures defined
by existing specifications become obsolete, we simply need to
build a new specification and associate it with one of the cat-
egories specified by the ontology. Secondly, the categories are
also extensible. New categories can be added without modify-
ing any other part of the information structure, and arbitrary
industry specifications, either new or existing, can be linked to
them, if necessary. Nevertheless, we do not see the need for
that at this stage since the underlying ontology was designed
on the basis of the current operations of multiple major inter-
national SOCs through a year-long discussion and analysis
(see Section 2.2), and the categories are abstract enough to
absorb minor changes. In this way, the categories defined by
the ontology are semi-fixed while the formats provided by var-
ious specifications are flexible, and the information structure is
designed so that any changes in them could be easily made and
propagated.

This information structure can be implemented in different
ways, including an RDF-based implementation. RDF is a
syntactic and semantic language for representing information
describing available resources. It achieves the structure
described in Fig. 3 by listing triples. RDF is designed
to be extensible, so the extensibility discussed above is
easily achieved; we can add an information entry, format,
or even category by adding several lines at the end of the
repository without needing to change existing entries inside
the repository. The metadata of each information entry can
be generated by running a predefined XSLT script on the
information expressed in XML.

Note that the information structure uses industry specifica-
tions that define XML schemata of cybersecurity information;
thus, we do not define any new formats but use industry spec-
ifications that define information formats with the assistance
of the ontology. Application to the internal repository of Reg-
istries is described in the next section.

6.3. Cybersecurity knowledge base

Cybersecurity information needs to be shared among various
parties to minimize security incidents. Building an online
knowledge base is an efficient way to do this. This section
introduces a prototype implementation of a cybersecurity
knowledge base that uses the ontology-based information
structure defined in Section 6.2.

The prototype organizes and accumulates XML-based
cybersecurity information in accordance with the information
structure. It accumulates links (URIs) to the locations of
cybersecurity information in arbitrary schemata, metadata and
timestamps. The metadata is generated by converting all the

6These activities need to be initiated by users such as industry players or
standards bodies.

tags of the XML-based information into RDF through the
use of XSLT. Although a meticulous metadata extraction
mechanism could be implemented, the prototype was given
this simple conversion for simplicity. It also lets users retrieve
information accumulated within it through its web interface.

The prototype is implemented in Java on Linux CentOS.
It uses Jena SDB [72], an implementation of SPARQL [73]
engine, for its information retrieval functionality. For the
purpose of demonstration, we prepared test data by copying
entries of NVD and JVN as well as the CVE and OVAL
repositories of MITRE and Red Hat (see Section 2.4 for details)
and creating manually made test entries.

The web interface of the knowledge base is shown in Fig. 4.
It provides four types of search interfaces, i.e. keyword search,
tag-based search, category search and security information
update. The keyword search is at the top of the figure. Users
can enter an arbitrary keyword in the text box and run a search
by clicking on the ‘Send Query’ button. They can perform
more sophisticated searches by using a detailed search, which
is found in the middle of the figure. They may specify the target
tags of the retrieval. Note that they may lookup the available
tags by clicking on the button located next to the text box. They
can thus simply select a tag and then identify the keyword
in the detailed search. The category-based search is in the
lower left part of the figure. It provides a list of information
categories, and users can select one of them to see the list
of information entries in the entry. Users can see an entry’s
content on the browser by clicking on one of the entries. The
security information update is in the lower right part of the
figure. It provides the latest cybersecurity information from
information sources. Users can specify which information they
are interested in and can filter the list of information displayed
here, if necessary. Note that, the prototype runs tag-based
searches internally by running the SPARQL engine regardless
of which of the above interfaces is used.

The cybersecurity knowledge base is extensible since it
uses the information structure defined in Section 6.2. It can
thus support and incorporate XML-based information in a
new schema just by correlating the schema with one of the
categories and preparing appropriate XSLT scripts to extract
metadata from the information. Therefore, the mechanism can
instantly cope with new industry specifications defining new
schemata.

6.4. Streamlining cybersecurity operations

The ontology facilitates structuring of cybersecurity informa-
tion, thus streamlining the information management operations
inside organizations. Information management is the basis of
cybersecurity and cyberdefense. This section illustrates that by
presenting a discussion on several usage scenarios we wish to
realize with the ontology.

Administrators inside organizations can unify the manage-
ment of various kinds of security information by using the
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FIGURE 4. User interface for retrieving information.

ontology and knowledge base. Different types of information
exist in different places. For instance, assorted cybersecu-
rity information is publicly available in different repositories
such as NVD, OSVDB and JVN. Moreover, there is confi-
dential information that is stored inside an organization’s pri-
vate repository. In case of critical infrastructure, information
on the industry control systems is also needed to protect the
infrastructure, and such information is often stored separately
from the cybersecurity information, be it public or private. The
ontology makes it possible to have centralized administrative
control over these kinds of information by building the knowl-
edge base introduced in Section 6.3, although proper security
measures including access control need to be implemented for
the knowledge base.

Incident handling operations within an organization could
also be streamlined. Current operations need roughly 1–3 h
to realize and identify the need for security actions due to
the time needed to confirm the incident information alerted
by a detection system. Operators usually need to analyze
IT assets and collect evidence of the incident; they analyze
Event Records and produce Incident Records with which they
evaluate the need to take countermeasures. One major reason
for the long period of time required is that information is
usually not well structured and is not easy to collect and
compare. Once the information becomes well structured, the
time needed for the above operations will be drastically
reduced.

Moreover, detection, analysis and coordination of large-
scale incidents could be streamlined. The structured informa-
tion inside individual organizations could be converted into
linked data [74] so that we can link the data beyond orga-
nizational borders. There are assorted issues to be dealt with
to achieve this linkage, e.g. privacy of cybersecurity data, but
we can facilitate and semi-automate the detection and analysis
of large-scale incidents once the linkage is realized. Software
can monitor event data inside multiple organizations, detect the
occurrence of anomalies in different organizations at almost
the same time, recognize the similarity of the abnormal events,
then identify the occurrence of large-scale incidents. This facil-
itates the operations of SOCs and coordination centers.

We aim to realize these usage scenarios with the ontology
in our future work. Through this work, we hope to reinforce
cybersecurity and cyberdefense.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a reference ontology for cybersecurity
operational information. Unlike other ontologies, this one
was developed in close collaboration with cybersecurity
organizations, including SOCs working in the USA, Japan
and South Korea. It defines types of cybersecurity information
along with the roles and operation domains, and clarifies who
uses what types of information for what purposes.
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This paper also demonstrated the ontology’s usability.
We used the ontology to review industry specifications; the
ontology classified and organized industry specifications and
demonstrated the applicability, coverage and effectiveness of
current industry specifications. We also used the ontology to
define an extensible information structure that orchestrates
and collaborates with industry specifications; the information
structure separates categories and formats of information, uses
the ontology and industry specifications for the categories and
formats, respectively, and links them. We then introduced a
prototype of the cybersecurity information knowledge base that
uses the ontology-based information structure. The knowledge
base was able to handle assorted schemata and retrieve various
kinds of information. Finally, we discussed streamlining
cybersecurity operations with the ontology; the ontology
will contribute to more efficient information management
operations and eventually cybersecurity operations.

We believe this work contributes to the advancement
of global cybersecurity information exchanges and the
streamlining of cybersecurity operations. Nevertheless, the
ontology should be regarded as the basis of such exchanges;
further work is needed to encourage and expedite it. For
instance, the cybersecurity knowledge base, introduced in
Section 6.3, needs to be reinforced and operated online, so
that it can become a publicly available online knowledge base.
Non-technical issues such as motivation and privacy law issues
regarding cybersecurity information exchanges also need to be
addressed. We will continue working in this area in order to
advance cybersecurity and its operations.
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